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This game is a wonderful game concept and a great start. I will absolutely be coming back as this updates. I have recorded a
three part series and a few notes to Devs at the end of the third. https://youtu.be/pdE0IVHBMhI https://youtu.be/mSKp59fRorU
https://youtu.be/ibEOMQXvXjA I hope to see this game fully made :). This game is a wonderful game concept and a great start.
I will absolutely be coming back as this updates. I have recorded a three part series and a few notes to Devs at the end of the
third. https://youtu.be/pdE0IVHBMhI https://youtu.be/mSKp59fRorU https://youtu.be/ibEOMQXvXjA I hope to see this game
fully made :)

New Build 0.36 : The new build contains a tweak of the ghost RNG, although another tweak in the opposite direction may be
needed. Some reflective surfaces, especially the appliances in kitchens, have also been improved, along with some other
improvements to the graphics. The next update should contain at least one or two new locations, including an old abandoned
building and probably at least one outdoor location, suggested by some Youtubers who posted gameplay videos.. New build :
The current build should fix additional problems with ghost spawning and similar gameplay issues. Hopefully the next build will
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finally have one or more new locations.. Build v. 0.15 uploaded : Build v. 0.15 has been uploaded. - Fixed a bug (introduced in v
0.14) which had prevented ghosts from showing up in the infrared display. - Fixed diagonal strafing when moving both forward
and laterally - Rearranged Settings menu and fixed a bug which had previously made it impossible to go back to previous
options.. Version 0.38 : Version 0.38 has been uploaded. - Fixed the "extra footsteps" problem (the player would have one or
two extra footstep sounds after coming to a stop) - Adjusted ghost RNG again since the previous adjustment had created longer
delays than intended. - Some other bug fixes.. Bug Fixes : Some bugs have been fixed in the current version, 0.34 - When the
player equips a device that doesn't have any battery power, an alert is generated telling the player to hit "B" to load new
batteries. Previously this message had only been generated at the moment when the device ran out of power, and some players
didn't notice the message and hence were unsure what to do. - Devices are no longer duplicated after going to the Spook
Inspectors office. Previously, after leaving the office the player would often be given extra copies of each device or extra
batteries when going on the next investigation.. Important fix of the ranking information, and a new device : This update fixes a
problem in the rank information (the new, lower, requirements weren't being used, and many of the descriptions were munged,
and probably had been for some time). That should be fixed now. A new device was also added: a combination EMF meter and
temperature gauge (based on the real-life "MelMeter", including its red LED display), available at some of the higher ranks.
This device makes things more convenient since both long-range gauges are bundled into a single device (but you still get credit
for both EMF and temperature anomalies separately); and it also reduces the total number of inventory items at higher ranks,
making inventory more manageable and opening up another slot. There should be an additional new device available either later
today or tomorrow.
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